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Move Your MoodPh!

Move Your Mood
Year 3 – Health and Physical Education
Year 4 – Health and Physical Education
Year 5 – Health and Physical Education
Year 6 – Health and Physical Education
Year 7 – Health and Physical Education

This project has been funded by Hort Innovation using horticulture research 
and development levies and funds from the Australian Government. 
Hort Innovation is the grower-owned, not-for-profit research and development 
corporation for Australian horticulture. 
For more information visit horticulture.com.au

(HPE; Yrs 3&4, ACPPS036) 
Identify and practise strategies 
to promote health, safety and 
wellbeing

(HPE; Yrs 3&4, ACPPS038) 
Investigate how emotional 
responses vary in depth and 
strength

(HPE; Yrs 5&6, ACPPS056) 
Examine the influence of emotional 
responses on behaviour and 
relationships

(HPE; Yrs 5&6, ACPPS058) 
Investigate the role of preventive 
health in promoting and maintaining 
health, safety and wellbeing for 
individuals and their communities

(HPE; Yrs 7&8, ACPPS074) 
Investigate the benefits of 
relationships and examine their 
impact on their own and others’ 
health and wellbeing

(HPE; Yrs 7&8, ACPPS075) 
Analyse factors that influence 
emotions, and develop strategies 
to demonstrate empathy and 
sensitivity

(HPE; Yrs 7&8, ACPPS077) 
Plan and use health practices, 
behaviours and resources to 
enhance health, safety and 
wellbeing of their communities

(HPE; Yrs7&8, ACPPS078) 
Plan and implement strategies for 
connecting to natural and built 
environments to promote the health 
and wellbeing of their communities
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Move Your Mood
Experiences and emotions

In this lesson we show students that their 
experiences with food are linked to emotions and 
mood. We model positive ways to express feelings, 
and to articulate our own personal tastes and 
food experiences, which are very individual. The 
lesson must be positive and affirming of a variety 
of student perspectives. Teachers should indicate 
that all emotions are valid, not just those we view as 
positive, and that all emotions can change over time. 

Equipment:

blank pieces of paper or a blank 
digital mind map software that 
students can use individually

a whiteboard with internet access 
to access the Good Mood Moves 
Wheel at go.phenomenom.com.au

digital or print copies of the 
Gratitude Dial template on page 9 – 
at least one per student

Duration:

45 minutes

Location:

The classroom or independent 
study space, or an outdoor space 
for the Good Mood Moves Wheel

Notes:

https://go.phenomenom.com.au


Note to teachers:

It will be tempting to talk about ‘bad’ moods 
and ‘good’ moods but we ask you to avoid all 
judgemental words for this lesson. 

For example, please don't say that junk food leads 
to a bad mood because both of those words, 'junk' 
and 'bad' are the kind of judgemental words we are 
trying to get away from.

Tell students that’s what you are doing, and why. 

It’s complicated, but here’s why: 

Our emotions exist to give us feedback about the 
world around us, our place and part in it, and the 
situations or problems in which we find ourselves. 
Focusing entirely on ‘erasing’ a ‘bad’ mood with 
positivity can cut a person off from feedback that 
they need and ought to listen to. Instead, teaching 
people to see that mood is a call to action, helps 
them to be proactive about situations, problems, 
and relationships. See Resources at the end for a 
few sources from scientific studies into emotions.
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 Watch the webisode E27 The Good Mood Food 
Special to set the scene and find out more about 
how sharing food is a vital part of relationships.

Getting Started

Reflect together

 Discuss the webisode and the questions it brings up,  
 such as:

● Where do emotions come from?

● Where do they feel like they ‘live’ in your body? 

● Are emotions influenced from inside or from outside  
 yourself? (Or both?)

● In the webisode, Matt is relentlessly positive – do  
 you think that annoyed Maddy at first? Why would  
 this be annoying? 

● Why do you think Maddy’s feelings changed by the  
 end?

Explain that emotions are individual to each of us and all 
of the emotions that any person feels belong to them, 
and are valid. A part of life is learning to recognise our 
own emotions. 

Our emotions shift and change all the time and 
sometimes we can start to shift them by what we do, 
who we’re with, what we’re eating, drinking, how we are 
relaxing – or whether or not we’re dancing to music 
TURNED UP REALLY LOUD. 



Moods and Wellbeing 
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Mood Maps
With that in mind, and wiping our preconceptions about 
emotions (if only it were that simple!), start students on 
this individual activity. 

Keep it quick – about 5 minutes in total for both mind 
maps.

Students take two blank pieces of paper or a blank 
digital mind map software.

Explain it first: 

● On one page, they mind map all the feelings they  
 feel when alone. 

● Tell them that this can be alone in any way they  
 like – ‘alone’ can mean resting, not rejected. Alone  
 can be mindful and peaceful, reflective and   
 thoughtful, productive or pensive or, full of plans or  
 pent-up, dreamy, sleepy or creative. Any kind  
 of alone is good for this mind-map and different  
 kinds of alone are welcome.

If emotions are feedback from the world about our 
situation and problems within it, then the ‘basics’ make 
a bit more sense. Take care of these core things:

● adequate sleep – maybe the mood you’re feeling is  
 telling you that you need it 

● exercise – move that mind in its body, somewhere  
 in the spectrum from moderate to maximum

● outdoor time – feelings can be telling us we’re out  
 of connection with daylight, air and green spaces –  
 go check in with nature 

● mindful rest – not the same as sleep, mindful  
 rest includes meditation, dreaming, and activities  
 that soothe your mind like knitting, drawing or  
 swimming 

● a variety of fresh foods – eating a wide variety of  
 fresh foods like fruit, nuts and vegetables feeds  
 your body and helps it build and repair. Look for a  
 variety of colours, textures, aromas and kick it  
 with combinations of flavours and temperatures 

● On the other page, students mind map all the  
 feelings they might feel when with friends. 

● Likewise, this allows for the whole spectrum of what  
 that means – it can be joy as well as jealousy,  
 self consciousness and super positivity. All of  
 these feelings are a part of the friend   
 emotional landscape.

Give 2-3 minutes per mind map – maybe put on some 
music while they work. This is a useful session to do 
working solo, to emphasise that emotions are individual 
and belong to themselves.
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Food, Feelings and 
Language
Emotions are linked to experiences, and both are a part 
of memory. 

Ask students to close their eyes and think of a favourite 
food or a happy memory involving food. Prompt them to 
be specific.

● Is it associated with a place or weather? (E.g. eating  
 hot baked potatoes at the beach after surfing on a  
 cold day.) 

● Are there people who are normally there? (E.g.  
 eating pizza with my sister.) 

● Is it specific to a time? (E.g. When we were little,  
 Mum would make us bananas in cold milk and in  
 summer, we would eat it sitting on the back   
 doorstep.)

Students think for one minute – what is a magical food 
moment in their memory?

Tell students: 

● What if I told you to describe that memory to  
 someone else but you couldn’t use any word other  
 than ‘yum’ to describe the food? 

● You can’t tell me the potato is hot or the milk and  
 bananas are cold or the pizza crust is crunchy or  
 that the aroma reminds you of summer evenings. 

● Would the person who is listening get the picture? 

● Would they understand and would they care? 

Challenge students to develop their language for 
flavours and go way beyond yum and yuck (boring) into 
expressions that are ALL your own (interesting). Yes, 
metaphor and simile is allowed. You can tell us fresh 
pineapple tastes like a bright-blue sky on a beautiful 
sunny day. We’re going to know you like pineapple 
because the emotion is there. 

Ask students to spend another 2 minutes describing 
foods (any foods, but they can start with the one in 
their memory) with words that are as extravagant as 
they like.

Optional: If they’re stuck, have them divide a piece 
of paper into two halves. On one side they write the 
names of foods they like (e.g. spaghetti carbonara, 
grapes), and on the other, anything that is pleasant such 
as sunshine in trees, the waves at the beach, grass 
beneath bare feet, clean sheets, smooth wood beneath 
bare feet, fluffy slippers or shiny smooth pebbles. 
Ask them to link any one of the foods to any one of 
the images in a single sentence, e.g.: Vanilla yoghurt 
is smooth and sleek, like the feeling of cold smooth 
concrete beneath my bare feet.

Share a few with the rest of the class. Did the listeners 
‘get’ the emotion this food makes the writer feel?



Language and emotions
Explain that it can be the same with feelings – that a 
‘bad’ mood might be a bit more specific or complicated. 
Share a few examples below, and get students to add 
some ‘I’m not ____ but I am ____ .’ statements of their own.

● I’m frustrated, not really mad

● I’m nostalgic, not really sad 

● I’m not joyous but I am content (it’s quieter)

● I’m tired but I’m engaged so I’ll persevere 

● I’m determined and a bit stubborn about this – not a  
 bad thing

● I’m hangry (give me a banana). 

Feral feels aren’t necessarily your fault – they signal a 
situation or a problem, such as:

● no breakfast

● windy day

● bad night’s sleep (full moon?)

What is within your control is what you do about them.

How to engage with your emotions

When I feel an emotion, it’s telling me about my 
situation. 

These are some of the things I can do.

● I’m not angry, I’ve got low energy – have a handful  
 of nuts.

● I’m not sad, I’m a bit lonesome and restless – bake a  
 cake with a family member. 

● I’m unfocused and worried – brush the dog, make a  
 treat for someone, do something nice and   
 unexpected for someone else.

● I’m out of synch with day/night cycles – connect  
 with nature, lie on the grass, walk barefoot, go  
 forest-bathing, care for plants.

● I’m full of energy with nowhere to put it – get  
 moving! Go for a bike ride, dig a garden, dance your  
 heart out, sing or swim.
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● I’ve got quiet energy but not sure what to do right  
 now – paint a picture, make a card, knit an animal,  
 design a gift for someone – don’t judge your efforts  
 harshly please!

● Spin the Good Mood Moves Wheel (see page 7) and  
 get moving.

● Grab the Gratitude Dial (see page 7) and engage  
 with one of the things you’re grateful for.

Summary & Taking Action
Summarise the key points of the lesson: 

● Foods and emotions are linked.

● Emotions give us feedback about the world around  
 us, our experiences and situation.

● However you are feeling, someone else has felt that  
 way too.

● We all have our own emotions and our own words to  
 describe their complexities.

There are two active parts to the lesson. Do both now, 
or one now and one later for reflective individual study.
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Resources

University of California at Berkeley – Greater Good 
Magazine – How a bad mood affects empathy in 
your brain: https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/
item/how_a_bad_mood_affects_empathy_in_your_
brain

University of California at Berkeley – Greater Good 
in Action – Gratitude Journal (how to): https://ggia.
berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal

ScienceDirect – The Journal of Environmental 
Psychology - The influence of urban green 
environments on stress relief measures: A field 
experiment: https://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/abs/pii/S0272494413000959

Moving your mood means moving your body – engage 
with the Good Mood Moves Wheel to get students up 
and going (like Maddy did) so that they can engage with 
their mood (and maybe shift it if they need to). 

Access the Good Mood Moves Wheel at 
go.phenomenom.com.au and spin the wheel to try an 
activity. 

Spinning the Good Mood Moves wheel can be a great 
warm-up to any learning lesson as it helps get your 
body and brain in tune with each other, ready to learn. 

Try spinning the wheel 3 or 4 times at the start of a 
class or as a quick break when studying.

The Good Mood Moves 
Wheel

Make your own gratitude dial.

As a reflection activity or for solo study after the 
lesson, the Gratitude Dial helps students to practise 
gratitude, which is a simple meditative practice of 
recording and recognising emotionally engaging 
moments in your life, no matter how small they are.

How it works: 

Give each student a copy of the worksheet on page 9. 

Students write things they are grateful for in each of 
the segments of the dial. They do not have to be large 
things, and it helps to keep them specific. They can 
be as small as they like, e.g. ‘I’m grateful for the nice 
sandwich I had at lunch today.’

Optional: read more about the process and how it 
works, at:

● University of California at Berkeley – Greater Good  
 in Action – Gratitude Journal (how to): https://ggia. 
 berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal

Students can make copies of the Gratitude Dial and use 
one whole dial (12 gratitude segments) per week, over 
2-3 sessions. Keep it quick and there is no judgement 
or assessment.

The Gratitude Dial

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_a_bad_mood_affects_empathy_in_your_brain
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_a_bad_mood_affects_empathy_in_your_brain
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_a_bad_mood_affects_empathy_in_your_brain
https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal
https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0272494413000959
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0272494413000959
https://go.phenomenom.com.au
https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal
https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_journal
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